
Diamantique
W A L L  M O U N T E D  E L E C T R I C  F I R E

The Diamantique electric wall fire combines the impressive Optiflame 

flame effect with a choice of colour themes to match your mood.  

Featuring a contemporary sleek and modern mirror glass front,  

built-in thermostat which adjusts the temperature to your individual 

requirements and an easy to use remote control.

Featuring the Optiflame flame effect which can be used independently  

of the fully concealed 1.4kW heater & without heat which instantly  

adds an inviting, warming glow to the room at any time of the year.

A visual focal point for any contemporary space, the optimisation of 

multiple flame colours offers incredible customisation for a fantastic price. 

The Diamantique is a stunning electric wall fire which will compliment  

any interior and create the perfect centrepiece.
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Dimensions & Weight

Height Width Depth Weight Power Cord Length

555mm 860mm 165mm 15.6kg 1.8m

- On/off  

- Heat settings
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- Intensity

- Thermostat

- Run-back timer

Remote Control Operations
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Unique Optiflame effect 
A vibrant and realistic flame effect 
that adds depth and comfort to 
any space.

1.4kW heat output 
Offering up to 1.4kW of heat via a  
fan heater. 

Choice of 2 heat settings 
A choice of 700W or 1.4kW heat 
output helping control running costs.

Thermostat 
Maintains the desired room 
temperature by automatically 
switching on and off.

Run-back timer (8 hours) 
Set the fire to switch off 
automatically after a selected time 
period (upto 8 hours)

Variable flame brightness 
Changes the brightness of the 
flame effect to your individual 
choice

LED lighting 
Efficient low energy and long 
lasting LED bulbs.

Remote control 
Operate the fire from the comfort 
of your armchair.

Fuel beds  
Crystals included to create  
a contemporary fuel bed.

Flame effect only  
Enjoy the ambience of the flickering 
flame effect any time without the heat.

LED Colours 
Allows you to change the colour of 
your mood lighting and fuel bed. 


